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River training in engineered rivers affects channel geometry. From previous studies it is known that such
measures not only affect the local equilibrium river longitudinal profile, but may also induce upstream effects.
For example, a local narrowing of a channel leads to a lowering of the bed level and a reduction of equilibrium
bed slope in the narrowed reach. Consequently, the base level for the upstream reach is lowered, affecting
the equilibrium profile of the entire upstream reach. Such effects have been analysed under the forcing of a
single flow rate, yet the combination of spatial variations of the channel width and temporal variations of the
flow rate induces fluctuations of the bed level and bed texture in time that lead to additional upstream effects.
Here we analyse these additional effects for a river close to its equilibrium state under time-varying flow conditions.

The principal cause of the aforementioned additional effects is that the flow depths during peak and base
flow, respectively, adjust differently to a local change in channel width, which leads to different types of backwater
curve during the respective flow rates. For a river reach in equilibrium, the erosion during a flow stage causing an
M2 type backwater curve must cancel the deposition during a flow stage with an M1 type backwater curve. The
alternating occurrence of these backwater curves typically leads to a channel bed slope and bed surface texture
that are different from those found for a constant flow rate. The corresponding relative differences in bed slope are
in the order of 10 – 20 percent. This difference may seem small, yet it will affect the equilibrium state of the entire
upstream reach.

In this study we derive the governing equilibrium equations for the mean bed level and the mean bed sur-
face texture for time-varying flow conditions. An analysis of these equations reveals the mechanisms that
contribute to local- and upstream effects, respectively. An efficient numerical solution method is proposed which
is used to analyse a range of schematic cases. We quantify the respective contributions and compare the resulting
bed level and bed surface texture to those found for a constant flow rate.


